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LUMINEERS are a great option for people who are not happy with their cosmetic dental
appearance. This is ultra-thin porcelain which slips perfectly over the teeth and makes them look
completely beautiful, white and cosmetically perfect.  Serious confidence problems can be created
by a crooked or an off-white smile. LUMINEERS are just perfect for patients who want a beautiful
smile without painful treatments, harsh chemicals and surgery. For applying LUMINEERS, the
gums, underlying teeth and bone must be very healthy.  Patients with tooth decay or gum disease
must take a treatment prior to the placement of LUMINEERS. These are not like dental veneers. 
One can leave LUMINEERS in place for 20 years or can also remove it on request for exposing the
intact original teeth. One can fit these LUMINEERS in just a couple of appointments. Beauty is
instantly added to the smile.

Given below is a list of problems that can be solved with LUMINEERS:

Misaligned teeth

Large gaps between teeth

Misshapen teeth

Uneven teeth and gums

Stained teeth

Unnatural looking crowns and bridges

How can LUMINEERS benefit people?

A wide range of advantages are provided by LUMINEERS over similar treatments. The most
meaningful advantage that it is provided to the patients is that they do not require painful alterations
of the teeth before applying LUMINEERS.  The covers are very thin and unobtrusive. Eating and
speech are never affected. Given below are various other advantages of LUMINEERS.

They last for more than 20 years

Harsh drilling of inner tooth mechanism is not required

Injections are not required

No discomfort or pain

Only couple of dental visits are required

There is an option for placing multiple LUMINEERS at a time

Pearly-white and perfect teeth

It has the thickness of contact lens
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The treatment is totally reversible

Are LUMINEERS strong?

Cerinate Porcelain is used for constructing these LUMINEERS. They are very renowned for their
exceptional strength. These are thinner than the dental veneers. However, there are very less
chances of them chipping or breaking up.  This porcelain can be balanced and color-modified. This
means that there is a utilization of different levels or translucency and opaqueness.

How to apply LUMINEERS to the teeth?

The main reason for the ease of fitting LUMINEERS is that little etching has to be done beforehand.
When veneers are applied, permanent drilling or alteration of teeth is required for ensuring the best
fit. A beautiful end product without drilling, extensive etching or anesthesia is offered by
LUMINEERS. This almost saves half the time as compared to traditional veneers. During the initial
visit, X-rays and impressions are taken for determining the exact way of fitting the teeth together.
The teeth are thoroughly examined for ensuring  that there are not signs or gum disease or tooth
decay. The color of the LUMINEERS is chosen by the patient and the doctor together.  During the
second appointment, there is a binding of LUMINEERS to the teeth.
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